
Quarter DEK System (250MCF)
Multifaceted Gas Processing Technologies



250 MCF DEK System
Tisdale Energy Group has a patented design for gas processing and liquefaction systems capable 
of removing CO2, nitrogen, oxygen, and VOCs from the methane gas stream resulting in 
3,000/gal of LNG that can be stored or re-gasified for final use. The 250 MCF system is 
contained in one 20ft and powered in one 10ft shipping container.

Individual CV-1 units perform specific functions as needed to remove constituents from the gas 
stream and liquefy methane gas. The CV-1 units operate independently at their pressures and 
temperatures, performing specific functions. This ensures minimal disruptions to operations as 
there is no single point of failure. The number of CV-1 units can be scaled up/down depending 
on the gas flow volume. The 250 MCF system can be upgraded to a 500 MCF system in the same 
container.

Key Outcomes:

• Low electricity consumption: 65 kW/hr for the entire 250/MCF system.

• Low electricity cost per gallon of LNG: 2.64 kW/hr/gallon.

• Mobility: standard shipping containers (install on-site or trailered).

• Scalability: CV-1 units can be added/subtracted to meet gas flow requirements.

• Quick Delivery: Build/Delivery time is ~20w. On-site set-up 1-2 days.

• Post-Installation start-up: Start-up time takes ~15m for the entire system.

• Potential cross-industry applications: R-LNG, LNG, marine bunker fuel/boil-off gas.

• 95 - 99.8% methane recovery



CV-1 Unit System Functions
➢ The gas enters the system and passes through a mass spectrometer where 

gas composition is analyzed in real-time.

➢ The first two (2) CV-1 units cool the methane and liquefy the CO2/VOCs.

➢ The gas/liquid mixture will then flow to a junction where the liquid CO2/VOCs will fall 
off to be 1) vented or 2) travel to a TOX system. An Emerson flow meter measures 
the CO2/VOCs out. The methane continues to a second mass spectrometer.

➢ The second mass spectrometer will determine if all CO2/VOCs have been removed or 
if the methane needs to be re-directed through the first two (2) CV-1 units a second 
time.

➢ Once all CO2/VOCs have been removed, the methane is measured by another 
Emerson flow meter and will flow into four (4) CV-1 units that will liquefy the methane.

➢ The liquified methane is measured by another Emerson flow meter and the remaining 
O2 and Nitrogen are then vented to the atmosphere or kept in stream per customer 
request.

➢ The liquified methane will be transferred to a storage tank or flashed-back as gas.

➢ If requested the O2 and Nitrogen can be liquified.

➢ VOCs and siloxanes will not affect the system.

➢ The 10ft container houses air-cooled compressors, electrical panel and control panel.



MULTI-PROCESS SYSTEM

Our system captures, separates, and liquifies all carbon gasses, as well as hydrogen, helium,
oxygen, nitrogen, water vapor, and more to create reusable water and fuel sources.

CV1-D/200 DEK

Single 200-liter core system 24 CV1-D/200 units

5.6-7.5kW @ 220 VAC 180-200kW

CH4 Processing Capabilities

~40,000-~45,000 CF/day ~1,000 MCF/day

Benefits

CV1-D
daisy chained producing ~12,500 

gal of LNG per day

Control and Monitoring
Serviceability

Packaged into (1) 40' standard & 
(1) 10' standard container

Security / Durability
Mobility / Virtual Pipelines



The Tisdale Group actively takes on the responsibility to 
upgrade our planet through multiple applications 

of sustainable innovation.

If you would like to get involved, 
please don't hesitate to contact a TTG representative by 

going to our website at www.tisdalegroupllc.com.

Making Sustainable Obtainable


